Dear Mrs. Tarbell,

The Land had a letter from a prominent special at Albany asking if Mr. Land be come an add on Suffragist. I am instructing the Secretary Mrs. Phillips to accept her answer.

Funder if you think of any ways to offend it $2. give. In the Ford of Advancing your California? If you thought that by giving you noted to influence against universal Woman Suffrage in this Country.
at this time if none precedent
els Coming-wich you give
You influence? If you come
then I don't think that and
Course in open begin both to
say you are Anti-and remain
on our Life Culture Committee.
I think that is the right thing
to do, no matter whether you
think it will come some time or
not. That is the stance
which has always influenced
me, and I am not agree
prettily thoroughly on all points
except that it is Coming!
I regret that you thout
incorporation of the registrals
practical steps. When it
was finally decided on after
lunch Ends last year,
it was even then considered,
And now with recent new developments in our rains, is water temperature. If bad opposed is fast year, would urge it thus. Mr. Loring followed the meetings of the executive, you are naturally led to rely on the judgment of the whole. It would be almost incredible for me to imagine others taking a couple of hours. Please to the office and judge of the atmosphere. Hat to have any absolute necessarily.

With sincere regards, and the belief that you will do what I think is right, no matter if it does not agree with what should done as.

Sincerely,

[Signature] Josephine Dodge
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